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Abstract
The extracellular capsule is a major virulence factor, but its ubiquity in free-living bacteria with large environmental breadths suggests that it shapes
adaptation to novel niches. Yet, how it does so, remains unexplored. 

We evolved in parallel Klebsiella strains and their capsule mutants. Their comparison revealed different phenotypic and genotypic evolutionary changes that
alter virulence-associated traits, including bio�lm formation. Non-capsulated populations accumulate mutations that reduce capsule expression and increase
yield, whereas most capsulated populations become hypermucoviscous, a signature of hypervirulence. Hence, adaptation primarily occurs by �ne-tuning
expression of the capsular locus. The same evolutionary conditions selecting for mutations in the capsular gene wzc and leading to hypermucoviscosity also
resulted in increased susceptibility to antibiotics by mutations in the ramA regulon. This implies that general adaptive processes outside the host can affect
capsule evolution and its role in virulence and human infection outcomes may be a by-product of such adaptation.

Introduction
Evolution experiments have allowed to test keystone questions of evolutionary theory [1-3], understand the mechanisms by which populations adapt [4-7], how
latent phenotypes, that are not directly selected for, evolve [8, 9], and even forecast evolutionary outcomes [10]. Numerous studies have also shown the central
role of spatial structure due to environmental heterogeneity in adapting populations as it results in slower adaptation [11] and increased diversi�cation [12].
Indeed, nutrient and oxygen diffusion, different degrees of spatial proximity  between cells and thus, of social interactions, and increased genetic drift and
founder effects [13]  in structured environments can determine the evolution of cooperation [14-16], virulence, and resistance to bacteriophages [17]. Yet, few
studies address how particular traits that are core to the physiology and etiology of a species, impact the evolutionary trajectories at the genotypic and
phenotypic level [18], and more particularly, how components at the cell surface, affect bacterial microevolution in structured environments [19].

When present, the bacterial capsule is the �rst cellular structure in contact with the environment. It is mostly studied for its role as an important virulence
factor, as it masks surface antigens and limits the immune response [20, 21]. However, most bacteria with capsules are free-living and not associated to a
host, suggesting that virulence could be a by-product of adaptation independent of the host [22].  For instance, it increases �tness by limiting co-colonization
of competitors [23] and counteracting Type VI secretion system-mediated bacterial attacks [24]. Furthermore, bacteria with capsule systems are genetically
more diverse, carry more mobile genetic elements and have fast-evolving gene repertoires. This could result in a higher potential of adaptation and increased
ability to colonize novel niches [25].  Metagenomic analyses revealed that these bacteria occupy more ecological niches and have larger environmental
breadths [22]. Accordingly, many opportunistic pathogens are capsulated and occupy a wide range of ecosystems. For instance, the enterobacterium
Klebsiella pneumoniae is a gut commensal of diverse animals, it can be found in association to plants or in aquatic environments [26]. It is also becoming an
increasingly important nosocomial multi-drug resistant human pathogen. Previous research showed that non-capsulated clones can rapidly emerge in a
population under phage pressure [27-29], or in the absence of environmental spatial structure in nutrient rich environment, as evidence by a short evolution
experiment, hereafter referred to as KlebEvoI [30]. Genomic studies also determined that at least 3.5% of K. pneumoniae are non-capsulated [31]. These
variants exist across the different lineages of K. pneumoniae and tend to be very recent, suggesting that at a later stage they are either counter-selected or
complemented by recombination [31]. Finally, the capsule in K. pneumoniae strongly the frequency and nature of horizontal gene transfer which also affects
the long-term evolution of the species [31]. Yet, how the presence or absence of the capsule precisely affects the �rst steps of adaptation has still not been
addressed.

In this study, six replicate populations were established from each of three strains of the Klebsiella pneumoniae species complex, two hypervirulent K.
pneumoniae (Kpn BJ1 and Kpn NTUH) and one environmental K. variicola strain (Kva 342) (Table 1), and their three respective isogenic non-capsulated
mutants. Populations were initiated from one unique overnight culture and grown in 2 mL in 24-welled microtiterplates without shaking, allowing for spatial
structure and heterogeneity.  Every day, the populations were homogenized, diluted 1:100 and transferred into fresh media, for ca. 675 generations. This was
repeated in �ve distinct environments, including arti�cial sputum medium (ASM) [32] and arti�cial urine medium (AUM) [33] that mimic host-related nutritional
conditions. Strains were also transferred in two typical laboratory media with different levels of nutrients: rich Luria-Bertani medium (LB) and minimal medium
supplemented with 0.2% of glucose (M02). Kva 342 and Kpn NTUH were also grown in �ltered potting soil. This experimental setup, referred to as KlebEvoII
(Dataset S1), allowed us to test capsule and environmental effects on the patterns of evolutionary change at both phenotypic and genotypic levels.
Additionally, we address how populations compensate for the absence of capsule. Overall, our study highlights the capsule as a major driver of adaptation to
novel environments, and provides insight into how general adaptive processes in�uence capsule-associated traits relevant to human disease outcome, such
as bio�lm formation and antibiotic resistance, in a major nosocomial pathogen.

Table 1. Details of the strains used in this study. Kleborate [36] was used to determine the species, the sequence type (ST), K-serotype, O-serotype and presence of

hypermucoidy genes (rmpA). Confidence values for serotyping and species assignation were classified as “strong” or “very high”. Insertion elements (IS) were detected

using ISfinder [37].
Strain Species Isolation ST K-serotype O-serotype rmpA Genome size (MB) # of IS Ref

NTUH-K2044 K. pneumoniae Liver abcess, Taiwan ST23 K1 O1v2 2 5.25 21 [38]

BJ1 K. pneumoniae Liver abcess, France ST380 K2 O1v1 1 5.26 10 [39]

342 K. variicola Maize, USA ST146 K30 O3/O3a 0 5.64 17 [40]

Results
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Ancestral presence of capsule drives phenotypic evolution
To analyse how the capsule affects phenotypic change, we measured an adaptive trait (population yield after 24 hours), and two traits associated to virulence
(bio�lm formation and capsule production) in all end-point populations in their respective evolutionary environments. We also measured the hypermucoidy
phenotype, HMP, commonly associated with hypervirulence [34, 35]. This was measured in M02 for all populations, as the growth media strongly alters HMP
measurements. Due to experimental constraints, CFU could not be analysed for populations with high HMP, mostly capsulated populations in LB and ASM.
Bio�lms and capsule production could not be measured in soil (below the limit of detection).

For each of the four traits, we tested the direction and magnitude of change of each population, relative to its ancestor (Table S1). The changes observed in all
four traits were dependent on the ancestral strain and capsule genotype (Multifactorial ANOVA, P<0.001) (Table S2). Bio�lm production and CFU were also
dependent on the environment, but changes in capsule production or HMP were not. Most interestingly, all four traits were also dependent on the
presence/absence of the capsule. Out of the 41possible trait-environment comparisons between capsulated and non-capsulated populations, populations
evolved in opposite directions 16 times (~40%), of which 12 signi�cantly so (Table S1), suggesting that there is a signi�cant effect of the capsule in driving
the direction of phenotypic evolution. We analysed this further in the two environments for which all traits could be measured, namely AUM and M02 (Figure
1). We observed that non-capsulated populations, but not those descending from capsulated ancestors, have increased yield (CFU), production of surface-
associated polysaccharides and bio�lm formation. In capsulated populations, bio�lm formation is reduced and capsule production either remains near
ancestral levels or is strongly diminished.

We then analysed whether adaptive changes and traits associated with virulence may coevolve in opposite directions in capsulated compared to non-
capsulated genotypes (Figure 1). Indeed, in capsulated genotypes, bio�lm formation and capsule production show a strong negative correlation, but in non-
capsulated populations, increased bio�lm positively correlates with increased production of surface polysaccharides. Similarly, in populations derived from
capsulated ancestors, higher levels of capsule production positively correlate with increased hypermucoidy, whereas, as expected, no correlation is observed
between increase surface-associated polysaccharides and HMP in non-capsulated populations (Figure 1).

Taken together, our results show that the presence of capsule in adapting populations strongly shapes the direction of phenotypic evolution, the coevolution of
traits and suggests that capsulated and non-capsulated populations may be adapting to structured environments by different mechanisms.

The capsule shapes genotypic changes in evolving populations
To determine the genetic basis of phenotypic adaptation, we sequenced one randomly chosen clone per population. On average, we observed four mutations
per clone, with signi�cant differences in the number across strains and environments (multifactorial ANOVA, Strain, Environment P< 0.001) (Figure S1A). The
presence of the capsule did not affect the total number of mutations per clone nor the number of different genes mutated.

We assigned a COG process category (Clusters of Orthologous Group) to each gene family in the ancestral genomes [41] and tested whether some cellular
processes were preferentially targeted by mutations relative to the whole genome (Figure 2A). Patterns are similar in clones descending from capsulated and
non-capsulated ancestors, but we observed opposite trends in defence mechanisms (V). Speci�cally, mutations in this group are over-represented in clones
from capsulated background, but are under-represented in non-capsulated clones. Direct comparison in the number of mutations within each COG group
between capsulated and non-capsulated clones showed that the latter accumulate signi�cantly more mutations in genes associated to cell motility (N, Fisher’s
test P<0.001) than the capsulated clones. This is mostly driven by mutations found in the mrkABCDF operon, which codes the type 3 �mbriae [42]. These
mutations accumulate signi�cantly more in non-capsulated populations (Chi-squared, P < 0.001). Capsulated clones are enriched in mutations involved in
transcription (K, Fisher’s test P = 0.05) and cell wall, membrane and envelope biogenesis (M, Fisher’s test P = 0.005).

To precisely pinpoint the impact of the ancestral genetic background on mutations at the gene level, we established the pangenome of the three ancestral
strains. There was very little overlap between the mutated genes in clones descending from capsulated and non-capsulated ancestors (Figure 2B).
Dissimilarity tests revealed that there are few mutations common to capsulated and non-capsulated clones descending from the same genetic background,
comparable to the differences across strains (Table S3, Figure S1B). We however identi�ed two operons that were consistently mutated in all strains: the
abovementioned mrkABCDF operon and the capsule operon (Figure S1C). Additionally, we also found numerous mutations in known capsule regulators. To
systematically analyse capsule-related mutations (capsule operon and regulators), we compiled a list of 143 genes identi�ed by mutagenesis to affect
capsule production (either up or downregulation, Dataset S1, see Methods) [43, 44] and checked whether mutations occurred in genes (or neighbouring
intergenic regions) homologous to known capsule-related genes [43, 44]. Mutations in capsule-related genes account for 19% of the total, yet capsule-related
genes represent only ~1.9% of the genome (as calculated by the total nucleotidic length of all of such capsule-related genes in the reference genome of Kpn
NTUH) [43, 44]. This indicates that they are major targets of selection, in all evolutionary treatments as they are extremely over-represented, (P < 0.001 for
deviation from expectation of 18 mutations under a null assumption of random distribution of the 673 mutation events identi�ed in the evolved clones, two-
tailed binomial test). Interestingly, clones descending from capsulated ancestors mutated preferentially within the capsule operon, as already suggested by the
COG analyses, whereas clones descending from non-capsulated ancestors had mutations in genes regulating capsule production (Fisher’s test, P<0.001)
(Figure 2C).

To test the effect of mutations in capsule regulatory genes, we restored capsule expression by wcaJ complementation in trans and quanti�ed capsule
production of several clones in the environments in which they evolved. We tested several deletions in the hypervirulent plasmid of NTUH all of which resulted
in the absence of a gene annotated as rcsA_3, a potential homolog of rmpA (40% identity). These mutations did not affect capsule production. We
hypothesized that it could affect HMP, but this could not be tested as capsule complementation did not restore HMP (data not shown). This could be
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explained by the tight multifactorial regulation of HMP [45]. However, the mutations in capsule regulators found in the genome, all signi�cantly reduced the
amount of capsule produced (Figure 2D).

Our results show that the presence of a capsule strongly affects the �rst steps of adaptation to novel environments. Capsulated clones mutate preferentially in
genes affecting directly capsule synthesis whereas, in non-capsulated clones, regulators are often mutated as to diminish, but not fully abolish, capsule
production.

Capsule inactivation emerges readily but rarely �x in structured environments
In the KlebEvoI experiment we showed that in well-mixed environments capsule inactivation was very common when nutrients were abundant [30]. To test
whether the same trend is observed, we followed the emergence of non-capsulated clones throughout the KlebEvoII experiment. We plated all populations
descending from capsulated ancestors at regular intervals and visually examined the proportion of capsulated clones (see Methods, Figure S2). In ASM and
LB, not all time points for all populations could be examined due to a very persistent HMP, which precluded dilution plating. We observed the emergence of
non-capsulated clones in 61 independent populations (75%), but the dynamics differed across strains and environments (Figure S2). In a majority of the
populations, non-capsulated clones emerged at very low frequencies and were rapidly outcompeted. Indeed, at the end of the experiment, 67 populations out
of 81 descending from a capsulated ancestor were still dominated by capsulated clones, and in 53 (65%) of them, all sampled individuals remained
capsulated (Figure 3). These populations were found in all environments and in all strains, and capsule maintenance was independent of both strain and
environment (Two-way ANOVA, P> 0.05). In only 7 out of 81 populations (9%), the capsulated clones were driven to extinction, contrasting with our �ndings
from KlebEvoI obtained in well-mixed nutrient-rich environments [30].

The genetic basis of capsule inactivation in KlebEvoII followed previously observed patterns, including KlebEvoI, namely mutations in wcaJ, the �rst gene of
the biosynthetic pathway [31, 46]. From the 81 randomly-chosen clones descending from a capsulated ancestor, many of which had mutations in the capsule
operon, only 12 were non-capsulated. This was a result of IS insertions or mutations resulting in changes in the reading frame or premature stop codon in
wcaJ, wzc or rfaH (Table S4), genes essential for capsule synthesis [47, 48].

The results of KlebEvoII suggest that capsule mutants emerge easily, but rarely �x under these conditions, suggesting that they are either outcompeted or their
capsule restored by recombination with other clones in the population.

The mutational mechanisms are strain-speci�c
In the long KlebEvoII experiment, non-capsulated clones of strain Kva 342 emerged primarily by IS insertions, small mobile genetic elements (~0.7-2.5 kb) that
can vary in type and copy number across genomes, whereas those of Kpn BJ1 and Kpn NTUH resulted from SNPs or single deletion or insertion of a base-pair
in wcaJ (Table S4). To further extend our analyses of the genetic mechanisms by which the capsule production is interrupted and test if KlebEvoII is
representative of the larger diversity of strains, we analyzed 73 non-capsulated clones descending from 16 different capsulated strains (including the three
focal strains of this study) from KlebEvoI, in which populations were propagated in well-mixed environments [30], and only partially analysed in [31]. Almost
half (44%) of capsule inactivations were due to an IS insertion event (Figure 4A), but this was strain-speci�c (Figure S3A). Some strains, including Kva 342,
mutate very frequently (or exclusively) by IS insertions, whilst others seldomly. There was no correlation between the total number of IS in a strain and
frequency of IS-dependent capsule inactivation (Figure S3B). Capsules were mostly interrupted by IS903 from the IS5 family, which uses a replicative
mechanism of transposition. Two other capsules were interrupted by IS from the IS91 and IS3 family, in multidrug resistant NJ ST258 and Kpn ST2435,
respectively. The presence and number of IS of these three families in the genome signi�cantly correlated with the frequency of capsule inactivation by such
elements (Spearman’s rho = 0.85, P < 0.001).

To analyse if similar mutational trends were found outside the capsule operon, we analysed all mutational events in the 160 end-point clones of the KlebEvoII
experiment. Non-synonymous point mutations (N) were common and their frequency was constant across strains and environments (36% on average) (Figure
4B). The ratio of non-synonymous over synonymous changes (S), N/S, revealed an excess of the latter, suggesting that genomes of Kva 342 and Kpn NTUH
are under purifying selection (Table S5). We observed that the second most common mutational events in Kva 342 were IS insertions (16%), but gene
deletions were very frequent in Kpn NTUH (28%). Strain BJ1 mutated primarily by small base-pair deletions (42%). Multifactorial ANOVA revealed that the
frequency of each mutation type depended on both strain and environment, and their interaction (P < 0.001). Taken together, our results from both KlebEvoI
and KlebEvoII show that, independently of the environment structure, Klebsiella strains evolve and mutate by different mechanisms.

Evolution of hypermucoidy as a byproduct of adaptation outside the host
Early on the KlebEvoII experiment, we observed that populations descending from capsulated ancestors developed the hypermucoid phenotype (HMP) in liquid
(Figure S4A). Such phenomenon was exclusively observed in ASM and LB, the two media with highest carrying capacity, including in Kva 342, a strain which
does not code for rmpA, a transcriptional regulator that increases capsule expression and is known to cause HMP and hypervirulence [49]. We plated all end-
point populations to perform the string test, a hallmark of HMP (Figure S4B). Our results revealed that, when tested on agar, capsulated populations evolving
in all environments, including soil, displayed HMP. In more than half of the populations of environmental strain Kva 342, HMP emerged de novo. However, we
also observed that 12 out of the 54 populations derived from the string-test positive ancestral strains BJ1 and NTUH-K2044, no longer displayed this
phenotype (Figure S4B). These results were largely in agreement with HMP quanti�cation by slow centrifugation. Whereas populations of Kpn NTUH, only
increased HMP in ASM (Figure 5B), almost all populations from strain Kva 342 and Kpn BJ1 increased HMP, irrespective of the environment (Figure 5B) (Two-
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way ANOVA). Overall, our results suggest that evolution in structured environments selects for hypermucoviscosity, independently of the presence of the rmp
locus.

We then investigated the genetic basis of de novo emergence of HMP. Among the 13 Kva 342 clones sequenced that were capsulated and string-test positive,
ten (77%) had single nucleotide polymorphisms in the active sites of the ATPase activity domain of wzc, the tyrosine kinase involved in capsule production
(Table S6, Figure 5C). Introduction of the evolved wzc alleles in the ancestral Kva 342 resulted in compact, elastic and string-test positive colonies. These
clones had an increased HMP relative to the ancestor (Figure 5D) but did not produce more capsule (Figure S5A). Similarly, evolved capsulated clones derived
from Kpn BJ1 and Kpn NTUH with mutations in the wzc gene exhibited an increased HMP (Figure S5BC). The convergent evolution towards the HMP in
structured environments is intriguing because it is a very costly (~30%) phenotype (Figure S6) during growth in well-mixed cultures [30]). This suggests that
the large trade-offs between growth rate and HMP can be easily overcome in structured environments. Taken together, our results revealed that
hypermucoviscosity can rapidly evolve by point mutations as a by-product of adaptation outside the host, suggesting a strong advantage in structured
environments

Convergent evolution in ramA regulon results in increased sensitivity to antibiotics
Our �ndings that HMP can easily emerge in environments without biotic pressure could be worrisome, particularly because of the recent convergence of
hypervirulent and multidrug resistant clones [50, 51]. However, we also observed that the same evolutionary conditions that selected for HMP also resulted in
accumulation of mutations in the ramA/romA/ramR locus, and its regulon (47 mutations in 42 clones of Kva 342) (Table S7, Figure 6A). These loci are
associated to lipid A biosynthesis, outer membrane stability [52] and resistance to antibiotics [53]. Accordingly, evolved clones with mutations in the locus, had
increased sensitivity to cipro�oxacin, tetracycline and chloramphenicol (Figure S7). Introduction of the evolved alleles in the ancestral background, and
reversion of one evolved allele to its ancestral sequence con�rmed that these mutations were enough to increase the cell sensitivity to antibiotics (Figure 6B),
and this is independent of the ancestral background (capsulated or non-capsulated).

In ten clones (6%), wzc mutations leading to HMP co-exist with those in the ramA regulon. However, binomial tests revealed that there is no dependent co-
evolution between wzc mutations and ramA (P >0.05 for deviation from the 5% expected under a null assumption that these mutations do not co-evolve).
Reversal of both mutations in an evolved clone or insertion of both mutations in the ancestral genotype, revealed that, despite an increased HMP, these clones
were still more sensitive to antibiotics (Figure 6C).

Taken together, de novo HMP per se may not be of concern as the same abiotic conditions selecting for it, also favour mutations resulting in increased
sensitivity to antibiotics.

Discussion
The Klebsiella capsule increases cellular survival under stress or biotic aggressions from other bacteria [24] or the host immune system [54–56]. Yet no study
comprehensively addressed how a major virulence factor such as the capsule, which is widespread across clades, affects adaptation to novel environments at
the microevolutionary level. Here, we show that the mechanisms of adaptation, phenotypic and genotypic changes all depend on the presence of the capsule
(Figure 1). In the KlebEvoII experiment, ancestral capsulated populations adapted by changes in the capsule operon primarily by increasing
hypermucoviscosity and to a much lesser extent by capsule inactivation (Figure 7). Despite the frequent emergence of non-capsulated clones in ancestral
capsulated populations, these rarely �xed and were most often outcompeted by capsulated clones. This was so in most of the tested environments, and
contrasts with our KlebEvoI in which, in well-mixed nutrient-rich environments (namely LB and ASM), most strains �rst adapt by inactivating the capsule due to
a large �tness advantage of non-capsulated clones [30]. Our results are in agreement with a previous study in which Pseudomonas �uorescens cells were
exposed to several rounds of alternating shaking and static growth. P. �uorescens adapted by evolving a bet-hedging strategy in which a bistable switch
controlled the production of a colanic acid capsule [57, 58], suggesting that capsules are advantageous in spatially structured environments but
disadvantageous in certain well-mixed contexts. Thus, experiments in two different species, reveal that capsules can be inherently advantageous in the
absence of stress or biotic pressure, and that they may have conserved capsule functions across species.

The rapid de novo emergence of hypermucoviscosity, a hallmark of hypervirulent K. pneumoniae lineages [34, 35, 60], in an environmental strain can be
achieved by one single nucleotide polymorphism in wzc, the tyrosine kinase of the capsule operon. Wzc interacts with the outer membrane transporter, Wza,
and controls chain length and polymerization by cycling between phosphorylated monomers and dephosphorylated octamers [61, 62]. However, most
mutations do not affect phosphorylated resides, but the ATPase domain found in the cytoplasmic side, suggesting that it is not the polymerization that is
being altered but rather the translocation to the periplasm. Indeed, in clones with mutations in wzc and increased HMP, we did not observe higher capsule
production as expected if polymerization were increased, in agreement with studies showing that the HMP is not always a result of increased capsule
production (Figures S6A), and underlining the complex regulatory pathway leading to this phenotype [44, 45]. Similar wzc hypermucoid mutants isolated in
vivo were shown to mediate phagocytosis resistance and increase dissemination in murine models [59]. This shows that the role the capsule as a virulence
factor may be a result of non-biotic selective pressures outside the host. Indeed, the HMP could be relevant in the natural environment as it could hamper
predation [79] of Klebsiella by amoeba [80] or bacteria [81], as evidenced by the yeast Cryptococcus neoformans, which upon exposure to amoeba predation,
developed resistance by increasing capsule size [82]. Additionally, coevolution of E. coli with macrophages [84] or with predatory bacteria [83] both result in
increased mucoidy, showing that such phenotype is also bene�cial outside the host.

Similar mutations in the gene wzc were also described in another nosocomial pathogen, Acinetobacter baumannii and also rendered clones
hypermucoviscous [63] suggesting that HMP could easily emerge in other capsulated ESKAPE pathogens, and potentially facilitate the emergence of
hypervirulent multi-drug resistant lineages. Yet, most epidemiological studies show that transmission of hypervirulence or drug resistance rely on mobile
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genetic elements and not on mutations [51]. The three following scenarios have been reported: i) acquisition of multidrug-resistant plasmids by hypervirulent
lineages [64], ii) uptake of virulence plasmids by multidrug resistance lineages [65] or, most worrisome, iii) convergence of both virulence and antibiotic
resistance genes in one plasmid [66]. Here, we pinpoint a possible fourth scenario, whereby MDR strains could easily evolve HMP by mutations in wzc. This
could have been overlooked in genomic analyses which focus on the prevalence of certain virulence genes, most notably rmpA, rmpA2, the iro siderophore and
the aerobactin iuc, but overlooks core chromosomal determinants of HMV.

Our KlebEvoII evolution experiment also provides a unique opportunity to understand how the absence of capsule in�uences the �rst steps of adaptation,
which despite the frequent reports of emergence of non-capsulated clones [27–31, 46, 67] has not been su�ciently addressed. On one hand, these cells
compensate the absence of capsule by increasing the production of other exopolysaccharides that could remain tethered to the surface by the action of Wzi, a
lectin-binding protein, that is still functional. This would suggest that there is positive selection to conserve a capsule-like function even outside the host and
further reinforces the notion that the capsule may also play an important role in Klebsiella physiology [44, 68]. On the other hand, most non-capsulated clones
accumulate mutations in the regulatory elements of the capsule, which may limit the accumulation of toxic intermediate products of capsule biosynthesis [69]
and reduce the cost of the expression of other genes in the operon. Such reduced capsule expression could also provide an advantage once the capsule is
reacquired by horizontal gene transfer. Indeed, the recovery a functional capsule operon by homologous recombination can result in a capsule swap, that is,
the expression of a novel serotype of different biochemical composition [31, 70]. Because such swaps are not random and are more likely to occur between
serotypes with more similar chemical composition [31], this suggests the existence of deleterious interactions between some serotypes and other cellular
structures like the LPS [71]. Thus, non-capsulated clones �rst adapt by limiting capsule expression which may minimize the potentially destabilizing effects of
a novel capsule being expressed, allowing the cell to accommodate and further adapt.

Overall, KlebEvoII reveals that capsulated and non-capsulated populations adopt different adaptive paths. Speci�cally, evolved non-capsulated bacteria have
higher population yields, surface polysaccharide production and bio�lm formation, whereas capsulated populations adapt by increased or de novo emergence
of HMP (Figure 7). Yet, ultimately, these mechanistically divergent strategies of adaptation converge in that they result in increased population structure and
more cellular interactions. Increased stability and spatial proximity between interacting cells could maximize social bene�ts [72], stabilize and maintain
cooperation. Indeed, a basic requirement for the maintenance of cooperation is to preferentially interact with other cooperators over non-cooperators [73, 74].
This can be achieved by various means, including imposition of population structure by the environment [75], by microbial traits that physically link
cooperating cells like exopolysaccharides [76, 77]. Thus, HMP may contribute to direct the bene�ts of cooperation towards cooperative cells [78], because it
can physically link cooperative cells or exclude non-relatives from joining the group. Ultimately, both adaptive mechanisms, that is, the HMP and increased
polysaccharide production and bio�lm, result in increased social interactions and could be analogous to the emergence of multicellular behaviours and
bene�ts.

Overall, given that most capsulated pathogens are facultative and ubiquitously found in nature, and that most capsulated species are free-living [22], our
results further support the hypotheses that the �tness advantage of the capsule during infection is a by-product of adaptation outside the host [22, 25, 68].
Here, we gathered evidence that selection in response to non-biotic physical characteristics such as environmental structure alters traits involved in host-
pathogen interactions and affect human disease outcomes. The parallels observed between KlebEvoII in terms of the divergent evolution of HMP and non-
capsulated clones and the in vivo observations in which both non-capsulated and hypercapsulated clones emerge during Klebsiella infection [59], highlight the
relevance of using simpli�ed models to understand general adaptive processes. To conclude, the similarities in the genotypic and phenotypic patterns with
other species set the capsule as a major determinant of species microevolution, which may affect the many capsulated facultative pathogens including all
other ESKAPE microorganisms.

Online Methods
Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Three different strains from the Klebsiella pneumoniae species complex were used in this study (Table 1): one
environmental strain, isolated from maize in the USA, K. variicola 342 (Kva 342, serotype K30) [40], K. pneumoniae BJ1 from clonal group 380 (Kpn BJ1,
serotype K2) isolated in France from a liver abscess [85] and the hypervirulent K. pneumoniae NTUH K2044 (Kpn NTUH, serotype K1) from clonal group 23
isolated in Taiwan from a liver abscess [38]. Kanamycin (50 µg/mL), thrimethoprim (30 µg/mL) or Streptomycin (100 µg/mL for E. coli and 200 µg/mL for
Klebsiella) were used when applicable.

Mutant construction. i. ΔwcaJ mutants. Isogenic capsule mutants were constructed by an in-frame deletion of wcaJ by allelic exchange, as previously
described [30]. WcaJ is the �rst enzyme of the capsule biosynthesis pathway and has been shown to be the primary target of mutations leading to capsule
inactivation in genomic datasets [31] and in lab-evolved lab-evolved non-capsulated clones [46]. Absence of off-target mutations was veri�ed by Illumina
sequencing by direct comparison to their respective reference genomes using breseq (0.26.1, [86]) with default parameters. ii. Insertion and reversion of SNPs.
Ancestral or evolved alleles were ampli�ed by PCR using the Q5 High-Fidelity 2X Master Mix and cloned into linearized pKNG101 with GeneArt™ Gibson
Assembly HiFi Master Mix (Invitrogen). The mix was transformed into competent E. coli DH5α pir strain, and again into E. coli MFD λ-pir strain, used as a
donor strain for conjugation into evolved clones. Single cross-over mutants (transconjugants) were selected on Streptomycin plates and double cross-over
mutants were selected on LB without salt and supplemented with 5% sucrose at room temperature. From each double-recombination, a mutant and a wild
type were isolated. Insertion and reversions were veri�ed by Sanger sequencing.

Evolution Experiment. i. Experimental setup. For each strain, the evolution experiment was initiated from a single colony inoculated in 5 mL of LB and allowed
to grow under shaking conditions at 37°C overnight. Twenty microliters of the diluted (1:100) overnight culture were used to inoculate each of the six
independent replicates in the �ve environments. Each population was grown in a �nal volume of 2 mL in independent wells of 24 well microtiter plates
(Corning™ 3738, Thermo Fischer). To limit cross contaminations, every second row was used. We alternated strains, to more easily detect cross-
contaminations. Every 24 hours, using �ltered tips, 20 µL of each culture was propagated into 1980 µL of fresh media and grown for 37°C under static
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conditions in a humid atmosphere to limit evaporation. The experiment went on for 102 days, accounting for ca 675 generations. Although each growth media
had different carrying capacities, i.e. the maximum population size an environment can sustain, all cultures reached bacterial saturation in late stationary
phase, ensuring that the different populations underwent a similar number of generations across media. Independently evolving populations were plated 28
times, every second day during ten days and every four days until the end of the experiment.

ii. Environment description. AUM (arti�cial urine medium) and ASM (arti�cial sputum medium) were prepared as described previously [32, 33]. AUM is mainly
composed of 1% urea and 0.1% peptone with trace amounts of lactic acid, uric acid, creatinine and peptone. ASM is composed of 0.5% mucin, 0.4% DNA, 0.5%
egg yolk and 0.2% aminoacids. LB is composed of 1% tryptone, 1% NaCl and 0.5% yeast extract. M02 corresponds to minimal M63B1 supplemented with 0.2%
of glucose as a sole carbon source. Soil medium was prepared by stirring overnight 10 g/L of commercial potting soil in double-distilled H20. Prior to
autoclaving, the mixture was �ltered through cotton to eliminate excess debris. iii. Glycerol storage. Glycerol stocks were prepared for each population at day
7, 15, 30, 45, 75, 102 corresponding roughly to 50, 100, 200, 300, 500 and 675 generations. iv. Cross-contamination detection. During the evolution experiment,
cross-contamination tests were performed by PCR using serotype speci�c primers based on wza capsular gene (Table S8). PCRs were performed using the
Thermo Scienti�c™ Phusion Flash High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix and performed every two days on two random wells per environment for the �rst 30 days then,
once per week on 20 random wells. Randomization was carried out by the sample function in R. After the evolution experiment, all glycerol stocks were
checked for cross contaminations using carbon sources or antibiotics. For carbon sources tests, minimal M63B1 agar was used supplemented with 0,02% of
yeast extract and 0,5% of carbon source. Speci�cally, we grew populations in minimal media supplemented by tricarbacillic acid (TCBA) and dulcitol, to test
for the presence of Kva 342 or Kpn NTUH-K2044 respectively. Kpn BJ1 was discriminated by its ability to grow on chloramphenicol at a �nal concentration of
50 µg/mL, and growth arrest in L-tartaric acid. Out of the 168 populations, we detected contaminations in four. These populations were excluded from all
further analyses.

Genome analyses. i. Whole genome sequencing and variant analyses. At day 102, a single randomly chosen clone from each population was isolated for
whole genome sequencing. This strategy was preferred to whole population sequencing due to the inherent bias of the DNA extraction protocol that would
amplify non-capsulated or non-viscous genomes, that would not be representative of clone frequencies in the population or may totally mask some mutations
of interest. DNA was extracted from pelleted cells grown overnight in LB supplemented with 0.7mM EDTA with the guanidium thiocyanate method [87], with
modi�cations. RNAse A treatment (37°C, 30min) was performed before DNA precipitation. Each clone was sequenced by Illumina with 150pb paired-end reads,
yielding at least 1 Gb of data per clone by Novogene (UK). Each evolved clone was compared to ancestral sequence using breseq (0.26.1, [86]) with default
parameters. ii. Pangenome. We used PaNaCoTa [88] to infer the pangenome of the three strains with the connected-component clustering algorithm of
MMseq2 [89] with pairwise bidirectional coverage > 0.8 and sequence identity > 0.8. The pangenome comprised 6455 different gene families. If the gene was
annotated by prokka [90], the nomenclature was kept, otherwise, a family gene number was assigned. iii. Assignation of COG categories. The COG 2014
database was downloaded via NCBI's FTP site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/COG/COG2014/data/, March 2021). We used the provided python script
merger.py to generate a COG database. BLASTP (2.7.1+) was performed between the three proteomes against the COG database with the following options -
evalue 1e-5 -best_hit_overhang 0.1 -best_hit_score_edge 0.05. For each protein, the hit with the highest bitscore and percentage of identity was retained, and its
COG category noted. Intergenic mutations and gene deletions spanning over more than one gene were not taken into account in this analysis. iv. Capsule-
related genes. We compiled a reference dataset of proteins that affected capsule production and HMP based on two previous studies in which in-depth
mutagenesis was performed and capsule production assessed [43, 44]. We downloaded the proteic sequences of genes shown to affect the capsule and
performed a BLASTP (default parameters) against all proteins in which mutations were found in the evolved clones. In the case of intergenic mutations, we
included the proteins that resulted directly from the upstream or downstream genes, as we had previously observed mutations in the ops element, upstream of
the capsule length regulator wzi, known to regulate the capsule. Proteins that shared more than 80% identity with proteins from the reference dataset were
considered as capsule related or belonging to the capsule operon. From the 5,248,520 bp of the Kpn NTUH genome, 103,320 bp (~1.9%) belong to coding
sequences known to synthesize or in�uence capsule production [43, 44], including the 24,985 bp from the K1 capsule operon. v. Detection of IS elements.
Genomes were mined for IS elements using IS�nder database [37]. To discard redundancy, for each IS element, we veri�ed 10 bp up and downstream for the
identi�cation of another element, and selected that with the highest bitscore. We then discarded elements with an e-value higher than 10e-20 or less than 750
bp in length.

wcaJ complementation. To restore capsule production in evolved clones from non-capsulated ancestors, the corresponding wcaJ gene was cloned into the
expression vector pUCPT28 (Trimethoprim resistant, TmpR) by Gibson assembly. Brie�y, the pUCPT28 vector was �rst linearized by PCR using the Q5 High-
Fidelity 2X Master Mix (New England Biolabs) (primers in Table S8) and digested by DpnI restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs) for 30 minutes at 37°C.
wcaJ was ampli�ed by PCR as above, cloned into pUCPT28 using the GeneArt Gibson Assembly HiFi Master Mix (Thermo Fischer) and transformed into
competent E. coli DH5α-pir strain. TmpR colonies were isolated and the presence of the insert was checked by PCR. Empty pUCPT28 (control) and pUCPT28
with wcaJ were transformed into the corresponding competent evolved clones and, when relevant, veri�ed for capsule production.

Capsule extraction and quanti�cation. The bacterial capsule was extracted as described in [91] and quanti�ed by using the uronic acid method [92]. The
uronic acid concentration in each sample was determined from a standard curve of glucuronic acid. To quantify the capsule production of wcaJ
complemented strains, empty vectors were transformed into all wcaJ strains (evolved and ancestral). To reduce noise produced by other surface-attached
polysaccharides in evolved clones, we calculated the difference between clones transformed with the vector expressing wcaJ and the empty vector.

Bio�lm Production. 20 µL of each overnight culture was inoculated into 1980 µL of the relevant growth media in 24-well microtiter plates and allowed to grow
for 24 hours without shaking at 37°C. Unbound cells were removed by washing once in distilled water. To stain bio�lms, 2100 µL of 1% crystal violet was
added to each well for 20 minutes. The crystal violet was decanted and washed thrice with distilled water. After the plate was totally dry, the bio�lm was
solubilized for 10 min in 2300 µL of mix with 80% ethanol and 20% acetone. Two hundred µL of each mix was transferred in a well of a 96-well plate. The
absorbance of the sample was read at OD590.
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Hypermucoviscous index. Each culture was preconditioned in LB for 6-8 hours, diluted at 1:200 (�nal volume of 4mL) in M02 and allowed to grow overnight
under shaking conditions at 37°C. After vigorous vortexing, 200 µL of each culture was transferred into a 96-well plate and absorbance was read at OD590

(ODi). The tubes were then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 2500g and a second absorbance was read at OD590 (ODf). The HMP index was obtained using the

ratio 
ODf
ODi  .

MIC calculations. Minimal drug inhibition concentration was calculated in liquid medium by microdilution as recommended by EUCAST guidelines [93].
Antibiotic stock concentrations were 1000 mg/L or greater, and diluted further to working concentrations. Overnight cultures in Mueller-Hinton (MH) liquid for
each strain were diluted to reach �nal concentration of 5 * 105 CFU/mL. Diluted cultures and antibiotic at working concentrations were mixed in a 1:1 ratio to a
�nal volume of 100 µL in microtiterplate wells. The MIC was determined as the lowest concentration of the antibiotic that completely inhibits visible growth as
judged by the naked eye after 24 hours of incubation at 37°C in static conditions. Each measurement was performed thrice and CFUs controlled, as it can have
major impact in MIC determination.

Data analysis. All the data analyses were performed with R version 3.5.3 and Rstudio version 1.2. Statistical tests were performed with the base package
stats. For data frame manipulations, we also used dplyr v0.8.3 along with the tidyverse packages. All experiments were performed at least three independent
times.
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Table S1
Median relative difference to the ancestor for each strain in each environment. For each

experiment, all data was transformed relative to the ancestor. Numbers in italics
indicate that the treatment group is signi�cantly different from ancestor (one sided t-

test, difference from 0). Cap+ vs Cap- column indicates signi�cant difference between
populations evolved from capsulated or from non-capsulated ancestors (t test, * P

<0.05; ** P< 0.01; ***P< 0.001). The last column indicates whether capsulated and non-
capsulated populations evolved, on average, in the same or opposite direction.

Trait Environment Strain Cap+ Cap- Cap+ vs Cap- Direction

Bio�lm ASM Kva 342 0.54 -0.58 ns Opposite

Kpn BJ1 0.2 0.14 ns Same

Kpn NTUH -1.22 0.3 *** Opposite

AUM Kva 342 -0.07 -0.07 ns Same

Kpn BJ1 0 0.09 ns Same

Kpn NTUH 0.16 0 ** Same

LB Kva 342 1.07 0.55 ns Same

Kpn BJ1 -0.28 1.02 *** Opposite

Kpn NTUH -2.69 0.6 *** Opposite

M02 Kva 342 -0.35 -0.08 * Same

Kpn BJ1 -0.48 0.21 ** Opposite

Kpn NTUH -0.08 0 ns  

Soil Kva 342 - - -  

Kpn NTUH - - -  

Capsule ASM Kva 342 - - -  

Kpn BJ1 - - -  

Kpn NTUH - - -  

AUM Kva 342 0.33 0.08 ns Same

Kpn BJ1 -1.48 0.15 ** Opposite

Kpn NTUH -3.58 0.04 *** Opposite

LB Kva 342 5.97 0.46 * Same

Kpn BJ1 -1.52 0.65 * Opposite

Kpn NTUH -6.89 0.33 *** Opposite

M02 Kva 342 0.12 -0.07 ns Opposite

Kpn BJ1 0.08 -0.09 ns Opposite

Kpn NTUH -1.42 -0.01 *** Same

Soil Kva 342 - - -  

Kpn NTUH - - -  

CFU ASM Kva 342 - 0.31 -  

Kpn BJ1 - 0.08 -  

Kpn NTUH - 0.35 -  

AUM Kva 342 0.05 0.25 * Same

Kpn BJ1 0.27 0.26 ns Same

Kpn NTUH -0.05 -0.05 ns Same

LB Kva 342 - 0.44 -  

Kpn BJ1 - 0.42 -  
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Trait Environment Strain Cap+ Cap- Cap+ vs Cap- Direction

Kpn NTUH - 0.28 -  

M02 Kva 342 0.07 0.08 ns Same

Kpn BJ1 -0.02 -0.19 *** Same

Kpn NTUH -0.15 0.01 *** Opposite

Soil Kva 342 0.22 -0.01 *** Opposite

Kpn NTUH 0.1 0.02 *** Same

HMP ASM Kva 342 0.54 1.54 * Same

Kpn BJ1 0.28 0.36 ns Same

Kpn NTUH 0.11 0.03 ns Same

AUM Kva 342 0.81 2.48 ** Same

Kpn BJ1 0.72 0.5 ns Same

Kpn NTUH -0.08 0 ns  

LB Kva 342 0.66 2.64 ** Same

Kpn BJ1 0.66 -0.16 ns Opposite

Kpn NTUH 0.02 0.08 ns Same

M02 Kva 342 0.97 1.48 ns Same

Kpn BJ1 0.27 0.13 * Same

Kpn NTUH -0.18 0.68 ** Opposite

Soil Kva 342 0.39 1.69 *** Same

Kpn NTUH -0.03 0.69 *** Opposite

 
Table S2

Statistic analyses of multifactorial ANOVA for all traits analysed.

Trait Variable F value P value

Capsule production Strain 62.25 5.75e-12

  Capsule genotype 13.01 0.0005

  Environment 1.45 0.23

Yield (CFU) Strain 10.98 0.0012

  Capsule genotype 19.32 2.52e-05

  Environment 29.8 < 2e-16

Bio�lm formation Strain 86.25 6.30e-16

  Capsule genotype 73.24 3.51e-14

  Environment 3.14 0.03

HMP Strain 63.06 5.20e-13

  Capsule genotype 21.67 7.29e-06

  Environment 1.304 0.27
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Table S3
Dissimilarity matrix of mutated genes across ancestors. In italics, the dissimilarities at the gene level between mutations in

capsulated and non-capsulated variants from the same ancestor are highlighted. The matrix was calculated using the R
package diverse, and the function dis_categories, with the cosine method.

  Kpn BJ1 Cap+ Kpn BJ1 Cap - Kpn NTUH Cap+ Kpn NTUH Cap- Kva 342 Cap+ Kva 342 Cap-

Kpn BJ1 Cap+ 0.00          

Kpn BJ1 Cap - 0.36 0.00        

Kpn NTUH Cap+ 0.82 0.98 0.00      

Kpn NTUH Cap- 0.93 0.84 0.7 0.00    

Kva 342 Cap+ 0.79 0.88 0.68 0.84 0.00  

Kva 342 Cap- 0.94 0.87 0.96 0.83 0.67 0.00

 
Table S4

List of mutations in non-capsulated clones descending from capsulated clones from the KlebEvoII
experiment. bp, base pair; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; pos, position; * premature stop codon.

Clone ID Strain Environment Gene Mutation type Change

1A3 Kva 342 ASM wcaJ IS insertion pos: 188

1A5 Kva 342 ASM wcaJ IS insertion pos: 1342

2C1 Kva 342 LB wcaJ IS insertion pos: 1204

1B1 Kpn BJ1 ASM wcaJ non-synonymous R393Q

1B4 Kpn BJ1 ASM wcaJ 1 bp deletion pos: 261

1B6 Kpn BJ1 ASM wcaJ non-synonymous K327E

2D2 Kpn BJ1 LB wcaJ 1 bp deletion pos: 126 (stretch of 7 As)

2D2 Kpn BJ1 LB wzc non-synonymous Q389R

2D3 Kpn BJ1 LB wcaJ 1 bp deletion pos: 126 (stretch of 7 As)

4C1 Kpn NTUH M02 wcaJ IS insertion pos: 1066

4C3 Kpn NTUH M02 wzc 1 bp insertion pos: 118

4C3 Kpn NTUH M02 rmpA/hyp_prot 1 bp deletion intergenic

4C4 Kpn NTUH M02 rfaH 1 bp insertion pos: 107

7C1 Kpn NTUH Soil rfaH non-synonymous Q18*

 
Table S5

N/S ratio. A 2:1 transition to transversion ratio is assumed. Calculations were performed
using gdtools package and following breseq documentation. Bases that are covered by UN

(unknown) and MASK (masked) regions by breseq are not taken into account in this
analysis. To calculate whether the observed is signi�cantly different to the expected, a
binomial test was performed. For strain Kpn BJ1, taking into account the heterozygous

plasmid present in the strain in the analyses, did not alter qualitatively the result.

Model Strain N S N/S observed N/S expected P value

Permissive Kva 432 156 31 5.032 2.272 P < 0.001

Kpn BJ1 49 56 0.875 2.269 P < 0.001

Kpn NTUH 58 11 5.273 2.269 P = 0.008

Conservative Kva 432 156 31 5.032 2 P < 0.001

Kpn BJ1 49 56 0.875 2.016 P < 0.001

Kpn NTUH 58 11 5.273 2.354 P=0.01
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Table S6

Mutations in wzc gene in Kva 342 clones found to be string-test
positive.

Clone ID Environment Gene Mutation type Change

1A1 ASM wzc Non-synonymous D643H

1A2 ASM wzc Non-synonymous P646Q

1A4 ASM wzc Non-synonymous D643E

1A6 ASM wzc Non-synonymous G534E

2C2 LB wzc Non-synonymous G569V

2C3 LB wzc Non-synonymous G540E

2C4 LB wzc Non-synonymous G540E

2C5 LB wzc Non-synonymous G540E

2C6 LB wzc Non-synonymous G540R

5C2 AUM wzc Non-synonymous P645Q
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Table S7
Mutations in romA/ramR /ramA and its regulon.

Environment Pop
#

Ancestral
strain

ID Position Change Mutation Annotation Description

ASM 2 Kva 342
Cap+

1A2 4086331 G→C H31D (CAT→GAT) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

ASM 3 Kva 342
Cap+

1A3 1180139 C→T R41W (CGG→TGG) rob Right originbinding protein

ASM 3 Kva 342
Cap+

1A3 4086318 G→A S35L (TCG→TTG) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

ASM 4 Kva 342
Cap+

1A4 4086247 T→A K59* (AAG→TAG) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

ASM 4 Kva 342
Cap+

1A4 1179806 IS insertion intergenic (118/213) bepF/rob E�ux pump periplasmic linker 

ASM 5 Kva 342
Cap+

1A5 4277409 Δ15 bp coding (30643078/3147 nt) acrB Multidrug e�ux pump subunit 

ASM 6 Kva 342
Cap+

1A6 1179519 Δ9240 Δ9240 [bepF]–[uvrD2] 9-gene deletion including rob

ASM 4 Kva 342
Cap-

1D4 4276402 +A coding (2057/3147 nt) acrB Multidrug e�ux pump subunit 

ASM 6 Kva 342
Cap-

1D6 4087438 G→A Q39* (CAG→TAG) romA hypothetical protein

LB 1 Kva 342
Cap+

2C1 4058089 Δ33295 Δ33295 tpa–
HJIKBMFB_03868

Large deletion of 68 genes incl

LB 2 Kva 342
Cap+

2C2 4086201 A→G V74A (GTC→GCC) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

LB 3 Kva 342
Cap+

2C3 4087318 C→A E79* (GAA→TAA) romA hypothetical protein

LB 4 Kva 342
Cap+

2C4 4087318 C→A E79* (GAA→TAA) romA hypothetical protein

LB 5 Kva 342
Cap+

2C5 4087318 C→A E79* (GAA→TAA) romA hypothetical protein

LB 6 Kva 342
Cap+

2C6 4275301 C→A S319* (TCG→TAG) acrB Multidrug e�ux pump subunit 

LB 1 Kva 342
Cap-

3B1 4087308 Δ867 bp Δ867 bp [romA]–[ramR] [romA], [ramR]

M02 3 Kva 342
Cap-

4D3 4086201 A→G V74A (GTC→GCC) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

AUM 3 Kva 342
Cap+

5C3 4086589 IS insertion coding (964/1101 nt) romA hypothetical protein

AUM 4 Kva 342
Cap+

5C4 4086460 A→C W365G (TGG→GGG) romA hypothetical protein

AUM 5 Kva 342
Cap+

5C5 4086342 (GATAT)1→2 coding (80/342 nt) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS,supero

AUM 6 Kva 342
Cap+

5C6 4087438 G→A Q39* (CAG→TAG) romA hypothetical protein

AUM 1 Kva 342
Cap-

6B1 4087218 C→T W112* (TGG→TAG) romA hypothetical protein

AUM 2 Kva 342
Cap-

6B2 4086150 C→T R91H (CGC→CAC) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

AUM 3 Kva 342
Cap-

6B3 4086352 G→A R24C (CGT→TGT) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

AUM 4 Kva 342
Cap-

6B4 4086303 +T coding (119/342 nt) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

AUM 5 Kva 342
Cap-

6B5 4086123 G→A P100L (CCG→CTG) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

AUM 6 Kva 342
Cap-

6B6 4086311 C→A W37C (TGG→TGT) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS
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Environment Pop
#

Ancestral
strain

ID Position Change Mutation Annotation Description

Soil 1 Kva 342
Cap+

7A1 1179823 IS insertion intergenic (135/196) bepF/rob E�ux pump periplasmic linker 

Soil 2 Kva 342
Cap+

7A2 1180251 C→T A78V (GCG→GTG) rob Right originbinding protein

Soil 2 Kva 342
Cap+

7A2 4078449 Δ74,528 bp Δ74,528 bp [bepG]–[cadB] Large deletion of 68 genes incl

Soil 3 Kva 342
Cap+

7A3 1180127 T→A W37R (TGG→AGG) rob Right originbinding protein

Soil 3 Kva 342
Cap+

7A3 4087438 G→A Q39* (CAG→TAG) romA hypothetical protein

Soil 4 Kva 342
Cap+

7A4 4086318 G→T S35* (TCG→TAG) ramA Regulatory protein SoxS

Soil 1 Kva 342
Cap+

7D1 4058821 Δ32830 bp Δ32830 bp tpa–
HJIKBMFB_03868

Large deletion including ramA,

Soil 5 Kva 342
Cap-

7D5 1179851 Δ1 bp intergenic (163/168) bepF / rob E�ux pump periplasmic linker 

Soil 6 Kva 342
Cap-

7D6 4087438 G→A Q39* (CAG→TAG) romA hypothetical protein

M02 1 Kpn BJ1
Cap-

5A1 1733268 Δ1 bp coding (387/1194 nt) acrA Multidrug e�ux pump subunit 

M02 4 Kpn BJ1
Cap-

5A4 4514441 Δ7 bp coding (196202/366 nt) rob Right originbinding protein
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Table S8
Primers used in this study.

Primer name Sequence Sense Construction

wcaJ complementation

pUCP28T.gibson.5 CTCTAGAGGATCCCCGGGTAC Forward Ampli�cation
of expression
vector
pUCP28T

pUCP28T.gibson.3 TCGACCTGCAGGCATGCAAGC Reverse Ampli�cation
of expression
vector
pUCP28T

56_pUCP28T
_wcaJ_3

gttgtaaaacgacggccagtgccaagCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCCTTATCTTAAGCAGCATCTTA Reverse Cloning of
wcaJ from
Kpn NTUH in
plasmid
pUCP28T

56_pUCP28T_wcaJ_5 CCATGATTACGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGGGTTCAATATTTTAAGGAAATCTTC Forward Cloning of
wcaJ from
Kpn NTUH in
plasmid
pUCP28T

26_pUCP28T_wcaJ_5 CCATGATTACGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTAGAG Forward Cloning of
wcaJ from
Kpn BJ1 in
plasmid
pUCP28T

26_pUCP28T_wcaJ_3 gttgtaaaacgacggccagtgccaagCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCccttgtcttaaggagcatctaa Reverse Cloning of
wcaJ from
Kpn BJ1 in
plasmid
pUCP28T

24_pUCP28T_wcaJ_5 CCATGATTACGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGgaatttacaaaagagtaaataact Forward Cloning of
wcaJ from
Kva 342 in
plasmid
pUCP28T

24_pUCP28T_wcaJ_3 gttgtaaaacgacggccagtgccaagCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCaactttaagcgcattacaaat Reverse Cloning of
wcaJ from
Kva 342 in
plasmid
pUCP28T

pUCP28T.verif5 GGGCCTCTTCGCTATTACG Forward Veri�cation of
insert in
expression
vector
pUCP28T

pUCP28T.verif3 AATACGCAAACCGCCTCTC Reverse Veri�cation of
insert in
expression
vector
pUCP28T

Construction of wzc mutants    

24_Wzc_pKNGgibson-
5v2

CATAAGTAGAAGCAGCAACCCAAGTAGCTTTACCAGCATCggaatagaatcgcctgaagaactcg Forward Cloning of wzc
from Kva 342
in plasmid
pKNG101

24_Wzc_pKNGgibson-
3v3

CTTCCGCTCAGGTCCTTGTCCTTTAACGAGGATTGTTACgccaccctgcattagaattac Reverse Cloning of wzc
from Kva 342
in plasmid
pKNG101

Construction of ramA mutants

ramA.24.
pKNGGibson5

cataagtagaagcagcaacccaagtagctttaccagcatcATGACGATTTCCGCTCAGG Forward Cloning of
ramA from
Kva 342 in
plasmid
pKNG101
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Primer name Sequence Sense Construction

ramA.24.
pKNGGibson3

cttccgctcaggtccttgtcctttaacgaggattgttacAACGGTAAACCAGGAGAGC Reverse Cloning of
ramA from
Kva 342 in
plasmid
pKNG101

ramA.24.seq5 ATGAAACGGCTCAGGCTGC Forward Sanger
sequencing of
ramA

ramA.24.seq3 CTCTCCTGTCTGCTGTTGC Reverse Sanger
sequencing of
ramA

pknG101 primers

pkNG101.gibson.5 GTAACAATCCTCGTTAAAGGAC Forward Ampli�cation
of pKNG101
vector

pkNG101.gibson.3 GATGCTGGTAAAGCTACTTG Reverse Ampli�cation
of pKNG101
vector

pknG101.verif5 CTACATATCACAACGTGCGTGG Forward Veri�cation of
insert in
pKNG101
vector

pknG101.verif3 ACCAAGCCTATGCCTACAGC Reverse Veri�cation of
insert in
pKNG101
vector

Speci�c wza primers      

KL30.wza.5 CGAAAGTCCTCAGGTTGATGT Forward Veri�cation of
KL30 (Kva
342) capsule

KL30.wza.3 GACCTCCAGCGGCATTTAT Reverse Veri�cation of
KL30 (Kva
342) capsule

KL2.wza.5 GCATTAGCATTGGCGATTGG Forward Veri�cation of
KL2 (Kpn BJ1)
capsule

KL2.wza.3 AAGCTCCACCACGTTCTTAC Reverse Veri�cation of
KL2 (Kpn BJ1)
capsule

KL1.wza.5 GGATCACCCGGAATTGACTAC Forward Veri�cation of
KL1(Kpn
NTUH) capsule

KL1.wza.3 TTCCAGCTACTTGCACCTTAC Reverse Veri�cation of
KL1 (KPN
NTUH) capsule

Figures
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Figure 1

Direction and relative magnitude of phenotypic change in populations evolved from capsulated (A) and non-capsulated (B) ancestors. Dashed lines indicate
ancestor base line (0). The histograms represent the distribution of the difference from each population to their respective ancestor. The median is indicated in
blue. Arrows highlight the direction of trait change. The scatterplots represent the correlation between changes in pairs of traits. Each dot represents the
average of at least three biological replicates for each population. Error bars are not shown for clarity purposes. Red line �ts a linear model. The numbers
represent Pearson’s correlation. Negative correlations are highlighted in italics. * P<0.05; *** P<0.001. Only data from M02 and AUM are included. To avoid
confusion, we rede�ned capsule production as surface-associated polysaccharides (‘Surface polysacch’) produced both by the non-capsulated and
capsulated populations. HMP, Hypermucoid phenotype; CFU colony forming units.

Figure 2
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Comparison of mutations across ancestral genotypes. A. Ratio of observed over expected number of mutations in genes annotated to each of the clusters of
orthologous groups (COG category). Numbers represent absolute number of mutations. Mutations in intergenic regions and deletions spanning over more
than one ORF were eliminated from this analysis. Fisher’s test. P=0.05, ** P < 0.01; *** P<0.001. B. Venn diagram illustrating the number of genes mutated in
clones from each ancestral genotype, and across strains. † indicates genes within the capsule operon. Genes which have a mutation in more than one strain
are indicated by arrows.  C. Percentage of mutations found in the capsule operon or in capsule-related genes. ‘X’ indicates the expected percentage of
mutations expected under a null assumption of random distribution of mutations across the reference genome of Kpn NTUH [43, 44] (see Methods). D.
Capsule quanti�cation of ancestral and evolved clones complemented with wcaJ in trans. Each dot corresponds to an independent experiment. ‘del’ stands for
deletion. Clones 3B5, 3C4 and 3D5 evolved from different ancestors in LB, clones 5BX evolved in M02 and 6DX in AUM. Wilcox test, * P < 0.05.

Figure 3

Proportion of capsulated clones in the population at the end of the KlebEvoII experiment. Each dot re�ects an independently evolving population. Error bars
indicate 95% interval of con�dence.

Figure 4
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Mechanisms of mutations in evolution experiments of Klebsiella. A. Type of mutations observed in the capsule operon of 73 independent non-capsulated
clones descending from capsulated ancestors after 20 generations (end-point) in the KlebEvoI experiment. Number on top of bars indicate how many clones
per category. Mnp, multiple nucleotide polymorphisms; complex, combination of two mechanisms. bp, base pair. B. Type of mutations observed in the 160
clones of the KlebEvoII experiment after ~675 generations (end-point).

Figure 5

Hypermucoid phenotype of ancestral and evolved clones of Klebsiella. A. HMP expressed as hypermucoviscosity (HMV) index of the ancestral clones. Error
bars indicate 95% interval of con�dence. B. Hypermucoid phenotype of independent clones relative to its ancestor. Values over one re�ect increased HMP. Bars
represent the average HMP within treament and error bars indicate 95% interval of con�dence (Treatment statistics provided in Table S1). Each dot re�ects the
average of at least three independent biological replicates of each independently evolving population. Individual error bars for each dot are not presented for
clarity purposes. Red dots highlight clones which are signi�cantly different than ancestor, One-Sample t-test, difference of 1. ns, not signi�cant. C. Diagram of
wzc gene, with the predicted functional domains (Wzz, GNVR and AAA_31) from UniProt and celullar localization of each domain, active site and oligomer
interface predicted by InterPro. Figure was constructed with the package drawProteins in Bioconductor. D. HMP expresed as the HMV index relative to
ancestral Kva 324. Five evolved alleles were introduced in the ancestor. After each double recombination event, a clone with an evolved allele (black) and a
clone with ancestral allele (dark green) were kept for comparison. Statistics were calculated using paired t-tests. * P <0.05. 
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Figure 6

Mutations in ramA reduce MIC of several antibiotics. A. Genome diagram of mutations in ramA/romA/ramR. Size of triangles and line indicate number of
times the mutation independently emerged. B. Median MIC of several ramA mutants and their respective controls. ‘pos’ refers to nucleotidic position. C. MIC of
capsulated double mutants, either by insertion in ancestral background of mutations found clone 1A4 or reversions to ancestral allele in clone 1A2, with their
respective controls. wzcA and wzcE refer to ancestral (A) and evolved (E) allele of wzc, respectively (P646Q for 1A2 and D643E for 1A4). MIC is expressed as
µg/mL. The median of three independent experiments is represented.
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Figure 7

Model of Klebsiella adaptation to structured environments. Capsulated populations adapt by mutations in the capsule operon which commonly result in
increased hypermucoviscosity, and to a lesser extent, capsule inactivation. Additional mutations were found in genes associated to cell wall and membrane
biogenesis. The picture illustrates a positive string-test, hallmark of HMP identi�cation, performed in liquid. A long bacterial string stemming from the well to
the pipette tip can be seen. Non-capsulated ancestors primarily evolve i) by accumulating mutations in capsule regulators, that ultimately reduce its
expression when they are re-acquired by recombination, and ii) mutations in type 3 �mbriae. These populations exhibit increased populations yields and
higher production of polysaccharides, which increase bio�lm formation. Dotted arrows represent inferred genotype-to-phenotype links.
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